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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is to provide a basic mathematical model for fuzzy rea- 
soning systems. Within this framework the generalized modus ponens and modus 
tollens are formalized and a set-theoretic concept of evidence is introduced. The 
mathematical model allows presentation of a propagation algorithm that is based 
on message-exchanging node and link processors performing local computations. 
The treatment of cyclic dependencies is done by a transformation of the underlying 
dependency network. 
KEYWORDS: fuzzy  reasoning, approximate reasoning, uncertainty, evi- 
dence, propagation 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade the treatment of uncertainty has been perceived as one of 
the important problems in the field of knowledge-based systems. Based on fuzzy 
set theory, L. A. Zadeh developed in 1975 the theory of approximate r asoning, 
which allows the generalization ofmodus ponens and modus tollens-- two basic 
concepts of the classical ogic [1, 2]. Drawing inferences by the use of the 
generalized modus ponens means to conclude 
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by the application of a rule such as 
IFX isATHEN Y isC  
to an antecedent 
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X isA ~ 
The inference procedure suggested by Zadeh leads to several problems. There 
are no final results concerning the representation f rules by fuzzy relations or 
for the combination of these relations with the fuzzy antecedent toget the fuzzy 
conclusion. Dechter and Pearl [3] as well as Mitzumoto and Zimmermann [4] 
and many other authors considered rule representation a d the inference pro- 
cedure as two-dimensional problems and propagation as a sequence of separate 
rule applications where every conclusion serves as antecedent for the next step. 
In the following sections a mathematical model for the entire reasoning process 
is introduced. Within this model the considered part of the world is represented 
by a number of characteristics and their domains (eg, the characteristics age 
[years], weight [kg], height [cm] with the domains {1 . . . . .  100}, {2 . . . . .  150}, 
{20 . . . . .  250}). f~, the product space defined by the Cartesian product of the 
domains, contains all "possible states of the world," and a relation R on ~2 
represents he knowledge about dependencies of the characteristics. 
Concepts like modus ponens and modus tollens, concerning only two charac- 
teristics, can be interpreted as two-dimensional projections of multidimensional 
inferences. From this point of view the sequential use of rules has to be con- 
sidered as the sequential projection of those multidimensional inferences to 
different subspaces. The starting point of every propagation process is user 
observations, which means those facts that are provided during the consulta- 
tional dialogue. The representation f this kind of knowledge requires a formal 
concept of evidence mbedded in the theoretical framework mentioned above. 
Based on the results of the mathematical modeling, a definition of multidi- 
mensional inferences can be given. Finally we present an algorithm performing 
these inferences. The calculations are done by parallel working node and link 
processors. The treatment of cyclic dependencies causes no difficulties. The 
definition of the inferential problem contains no assumptions referring to this, 
and the algorithm remains applicable since the underlying dependency network 
can be transformed into an equivalent singly connected one. The transformation 
is done by the pairwise joining of nodes. In the range of probabilistic reasoning 
the idea of a multidimensional space of hypotheses and propagation by message- 
exchanging node processors was inspired by the work of Pearl [5]. Our intention 
is to formulate an analogous mathematical model for fuzzy-reasoning systems 
that allows a formal definition of concepts uch as evidence and propagation. 
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PRODUCT SPACES 
In this section we introduce some notations that will be used in this paper 
and, since our mathematical model requires the extensive handling of product 
spaces, we provide in addition to the definition of projection and cylindrical 
extension some important theorems concerning these operations. To clarify the 
basic ideas and intentions, we will restrict ourselves to ordinary sets for the 
present, but all given notations and concepts are chosen under the aspect of a 
later generalization. The motivation for the definitions and theorems provided 
here is elucidated in the next section. 
Throughout this paper we consider only finite sets, so we start with some set 
~2 = {Xl . . . . .  Xn}, which we call the universe of  discourse. Every subset A 
of f~ can be represented by its indicator function IA: f~ ~ {0, 1 }. Formulat- 
ing the set operations (union, intersection, complement, projection, cylindrical 
extension) in terms of indicator functions allows us to extend all definitions, the- 
orems, and proofs in a very natural way to fuzzy sets. To familiarize the reader 
with our notations we first repeat some well-known results on set operations. 
DEFINITION 1 Let f2 be a finite set, and let A be a subset of  ft. The 
function 
IA: ~ ~ {0, 1}; IA(X) = 
is called the indicator function of  A.  
1, i f x~A 
O, else 
THEOREM 1 Let f~ be a finite set. The subsets A and B of  ft can be 
represented by their indicator functions IA and I8. We get 
IAuB: ft --~ {0, 1}, IAUB(X) = max{IA(X), IB(X)} (union) 
IAnB: f~ ~ {0, 1}, IAr~(X) = min{IA(X), IB(X)} (intersection) 
I~: f~ ~ {0, 1 }, I~ (x) = 1 - IA (X) (complement) 
THEOREM 2 Let ft be a finite set. We consider two subsets A and B of  
ft. I f  IA" f~ --* {0, 1 } and IB: ft --~ {0, 1 } are the indicator functions of  
A and B, we get 
A C_B ¢~Vx C ft:lA(X) (_IB(X) 
A product space is defined by the Cartesian product of a number of sets 
ft(l) . . . . .  ft(m). As mentioned before, for our purposes it is sufficient o con- 
sider finite sets ft(i), i -- 1 . . . . .  m. The elements of the product space therefore 
are m-tuples (x(1),... ,x(m)), where x (i) E f~(i), i = 1 , . . .  ,m. 
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DEFINITION 2 A family U o f  discrete, finite sets f2 (i), i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
m C ~, is called a universe. M = { 1 . . . . .  m } is called the index set of  
U. 
DBFINITION 3 Let U be a universe with index set M. For every index 
subset N C_ M we define the product space by 
(a) D N~ )<D (k), N#0.  
kcN 
(b) f~o £ {~}. 
As a shorthand notation we use f~ a__ DM. 
REMARK Let N = {il . . . . .  in} C_ M.  Then each vector x N E f~N can be 
written as (x (i.) . . . . .  x(in)), x ~ denotes the empty tuple E, which is the 
only element of  ~o. 
DEFINITION 4 Let U be a universe with index set M. I f  S, T, and C are 
index subsets o f  M such that T = S t3 C, S A C = 0, then we define the 
pointwise projection by 
(a) 7rff: f~r ~ DS; lr~'(x T) dyS,  where y(i) = x(i) for all i C S, S # 0. 
(b) 7r~: f~r __+ f}0; 7r~(xr) dy0.  
REMAP, K In the sequel we use the notation x T = (x s, x c) i f  Tr~(x T) = x s 
and lr~(x T) = x c hold. ?(f~) denotes the power set of  f~. 
DEFINITION 5 Let U be a universe with index set M. I f  S, T, and C are 
index subsets o f  M such that T = S U C and S A C = 0 hold, then 
(a) The mapping 
II : 
H (A) L {x s nsl3x r cA: T) =x  s} 
is called projection. 
(b) The mapping 
is called cylindrical extension. 
REMARK In the case S = 0, Definition 5 yields 
{x } if A # 0 
(a) I~o(A ) = 0 else. 
(b) 1~0(0) = 0 and fl~0({x0}) = f~r. 
As we mentioned before, it is easy to extend these concepts to fuzzy sets. 
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THEOREM 3 Let U be a universe with index set M, and let S, T, and C 
be subsets of  M such that T = S t3 C ,  S N C = O. 
(a) For all x s = ft s , 
IIIT(A)(X S) = max {IA(X S, xC)} 
x C C~ 
(b) For all (x s, x c ) E f~r, 
Iflsr(~)(x s, x c ) = IB(x s) 
Now we consider the composition of the mappings II~: ?(QT) ~ t,(fts) and 
l~i~: ?(Qs) __, p(Qr). Let Ube  a set such that S c_ U c_ T. Then it is possible 
to compose projection and cylindrical extension in the following way: 
IIT°IIU: ?(f~l )-- '  P (~) ;  n~ons~(B) £ nsV(nr(B)) 
and 
Ii v o I]T: ?(Qs) -~ ?(fir); (I U o l~IT(A) d i~iV(l~iU(A)) 
THEOREM 4 Let U a universe with index set M. I f  S, T, and U are index 
subsets of  M such that S c_ U C T, then 
(a) n~, o n~'(A) = nsr(A) 
and 
(b) n~ o ~I~(B) = %(B) 
hold for each A C fir and each B g f~s. 
THEOREM 5 Let U be a universe with index set M, and let S C T C_ M. 
Then 
(a) (rI~ o n~')(A) ~ A 
(b) (~  o ~) (B)  = B 
hold for  each A C f~T and each B c ft s . The equality in (a) is in general 
not valid. 
The two following theorems concern the transfer of information between 
subspaces of f~ in terms of sets. Since these theorems are the essential results 
of this section, we provide their proofs. 
THEOREM 6 Let U be a universe with index set M, and let S, T, and C 
be subsets of  M. I f  C = S n T, C # O, then 
holds for each A c_ ~s. 
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Proof With E d__ II~ (A), F d I~UT(A), we derive 
Ins of:c(A)(Xr) = I fI~(E)(X c , x ~)  
= IE(x c )  
= Ins <A)(X c) 
= ma_x {IA (X sn~, X C )} 
xSnr 
= max{Insur(A)(x sn~ x c xrr~)} 
xSn~ s ' ' 
: max{IF(X Sn¢, X C , xTr'~)} 
xsnT 
= I r~(F) (X  c , x rm)  
= I~or  oV4U~(A)(X r)  
So a set A C_ fls can be transferred to E/T either by projecting it to QsnT and 
then extending the result to f~T or by extending it to ft s~r and then projecting 
the result o f~T. The situation gets a little more complicated if we look for the 
projection of the combined information coded by two sets A c f~s and B C_ QT 
to some subspace of f~s~r. 
T~EOREM 7 Let U be a universe with index set M, and let S, T, U, W, 
V, W, and N be subsets of  M with S N T = V, U C S O T, W C_ T n $, 
N = U U V U W. For A C_ f~s and B c QT the following holds: 
(a) I f  N NS ~ O and N NT ~ ~, we get 
S ^N T ^N Skf/" ^S~/"  n I~ISUT(B)] (IIvuvOHuuv)(A) N (IIvuwOIIvuw)(B) = 1-I N [I~ (A) 
(b) I f  N NS ¢ ~, N NT = ~, and if B ¢ ~, that is, if  
we obtain 
max IB(x r) = 1 
x ~ Eft r
~s(A  ~ s~r ^ s~r = nu  [I-t~ (A) n nsr~r(B)] 
Proof For equation (a) we get 
$ A N In,, uv  on ...... (A)NHT .. oHNuw (B)(x U, X V, X W) 
uuv  VUW 
= rain [max[IA (x sn~, x v, xV)], ma_x[/s(x v, x w, xTrVT)] ~ 
l ~N xrn, , J 
=max(x  sn'v , x rn:~ ) {min[IA(xSr~,xU, xV),In(xV, xW, xTU~)]} 
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=maXx (s ur) n~ { min[IA(xsru~' xU' xv)' IB(xv' xw' xTr~)] } 
= IiisNur(flsur(A)nf-Yrur(B))(xU, X v , X W) 
The proof of (b) is analogous. • 
REMARK In the case N = S we obtain for proposition (a) of  Theorem 7 
A MYITv o I~ISv(B)= IlsSUT(l~isSUr(A) M l~Isu'r(B)) 
and proposition (b) reduces to 
A = risuur(~i~r(A) n (IsUV(B)) 
MODELING THE REASONING PROCESS 
In this section a mathematical model for the entire reasoning process is intro- 
duced. First we have to solve the problem of knowledge representation. Then 
we turn to the application of knowledge, that is, we investigate how to draw 
conclusions from the facts set forth by the consulting user. 
Since we consider characteristics X (1) . . . .  ,X  (m) with their domains 
f~(1) . . . .  , f~(m), the formal basis of the knowledge representation is a universe 
U = {9t (1) . . . . .  f~(m) } with index set M = { 1 . . . .  , m } as defined in the preced- 
ing section. The elements of f~ are m-tuples of values, each x = (x (l) . . . . .  x (m)) 
representing one "possible state of the world." We speak of subspaces f f  of 
f~, N = {il . . . . .  in}, N C_ M,  to focus our interest on selected characteristics 
f~(il) . . . . .  fit(i,). AU information, that is, all pieces of knowledge, is coded by 
subsets of those subspaces f f ,  and it becomes clear that projection and cylin- 
drical extension are the appropriate set operations for the transfer of information 
to sub- and superspaces. 
In our introductory example concerning the characteristics X (~) (age), X (2) 
(weight), and X (3) (height), we get U --- {f~(l), ~-~(2), ~'~(3)}, where f~o) = 
{1 . . . . .  100}, f~(2) = {2 . . . . .  150}, f~(3) = {20 . . . . .  250}. The elements of 
the product space f~ are 3-tuples. x = (27, 75, 185), for example, represents 
the situation that the person of interest is aged 27 yr, weighs 75 kg, and has 
a height of 185 cm. The different ypes of knowledge about this "universe of 
discourse" have to be coded as pointed out above. To express, for example, that 
a person with a height greater than 180 cm will surely weigh more than 50 kg, 
we restrict ~"~{2,3} to R (2'3} ---- {(X (2), X (3)) E ~[X (2) C {51 . . . . .  150} Vx (3) E 
{20 . . . . .  180}}. By cylindrical extension we obtain R = {(x (1), x (2), x (3)) E 
f~lx (2) E {51 . . . . .  150} V x (3) c {20 . . . . .  180}}. If we know that the age of 
some person is in the range of 20-30 yr, this is represented by a set E (1) = 
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{20 . . . . .  30}, E 0) _C f~l). Cylindrical extension leads to {(x 0), x (2), x (3)) E 
f~x (1) E {20 . . . . .  30}}. The combination of the partial informations i the 
intersection of R and E. 
As indicated by these two examples, in the range of knowledge-based systems 
there are two basic sources of information (see eq [6]). During the knowledge 
acquisition process the human expert provides what he knows from experi- 
ence about he dependencies of characteristics. By the formulation of rules he 
describes tructural properties of f~ that do not depend on special cases. This 
knowledge is encoded by a relation R on I2. We will discuss later in this section 
the question of how to obtain this relation from rules. 
The second source of information is the user, consulting the expert system 
with an actual problem. During the consultational dialogue the user supplies 
observations of single characteristics, that is, she or he determines sets E (k) _c 
f~k), k = 1 . . . . .  m, restricting the domains. In the best case E (i) contains only 
the one actual value; in the worst case we have E (i) = f~(i), which represents 
total ignorance. 
DEFrmnoN 6 Let U be a universe with index set M. The evidence E~, 
N C M,  caused by the observations E (i), i ~ N,  is given by 
kEN 
(E a= EM is called the total evidence.) 
We call the sets E N evidences, ince they represent direct knowledge about facts, 
that kind of knowledge that is the starting point of every reasoning process, like 
laboratory results in the range of medical diagnosis or judicial investigations. 
So we obtain two sets: R, which summarizes the total expert knowledge, 
and E, which summarizes the user's observations. R contains those tuples that 
represent (from the expert's point of view) noncontradictory combinations of 
values. The elements of E are consistent with the actual observations. By the 
intersection of R and E we therefore get those tuples that are compatible with 
both. Since the consulting user in general is interested in the conclusions that 
can be drawn from his or her observations for a certain characteristic of interest 
X (k), as the final result we get the projection of R N E to f~(/o. 
DF.VINITION 7 Let U be a universe with index set M, let E c_ f~ be the 
total evidence caused by the observations, and let R c_ ~ be the re- 
lation representing the expert knowledge. We define the result of  the 
m-dimensional inference by setting 
B<*) he) 
which is a restriction of  f2 (k). 
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Two problems arise with this definition. The first problem is of a technical 
nature: The cardinality of a nontrivial m-dimensional product space in general 
exceeds the capacity of any digital computer. The second problem is epistemic. 
No expert will be able to specify directly m-dimensional dependencies. The 
expert formulates knowledge usually in the form of rules concerning a small 
subset of characteristics that depend irectly on each other. Thus independence 
is assumed for properties not appearing in the rules. In terms of our mathemat- 
ical model the expert specifies causal dependencies in subspaces f~r~ . . . . .  f~rr 
of f~'  with T1 U ..- U Tr = M.  The overall relation R has to be constructed 
from partial relations RrJ C_ ~2rJ, j = 1 . . . . .  r. Since independence in the 
sense mentioned above is assumed, this is done by the intersection of their 
cylindrical extensions 
j=l  
In our example there may be two relations R {t, 2} and R {l, 3 }, one concerning 
age and weight and another concerning age and height. From these partial 
relations we get the overall relation 
^ {1,2,3}t O lZ[{l,2, 3} R = II{1,2 } y..{l,2}) I"l ~'{1,3} (R{I '3}) 
as explained above. 
But how can we obtain a relation from a rule? In the simplest case the expert 
provides one rule concerning two characteristics X (i) and XCJ): 
IF X (i) is A O) THEN X Ci) is A Ci) 
A (i) c Q(i), A{j) c_ f~J). From this rule the relation can be constructed in 
analogy with the logical equivalence 
p ~ q ~ (p A q) V ((-~p A (q v --~/)) ~ q v -~p 
We get 
R (i'j} [(I{i'J}(A(i)~ N lel{i'J}~zt (J)'~ ft.(i. (A<i---i) ~-{j} ~-- , ,  
This formalizes what we know as modus ponens of the classical logic [1]. From 
the fact that X (i) is A (i) , it can be concluded that X (j) is A (j) , but if the value of 
X (i) is in A (i) nothing can be said about the characteristic X C/). Nevertheless, 
every rule is bidirectional in the sense of modus tollens; knowing X (j) is A (j) , 
it can be inferred that X (i) is A (i) . 
Unfortunately, in most cases one single rule will not be sufficient to represent 
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of two characteristics A and X (j). the total knowledge about he dependencies ,--(i) 
The expert will state several rules concerning the characteristics X (i) and x(J): 
RULE 1 IF X (i) is A~ ° THEN x(J) is A~ ). 
RULE 2 IF X (i) is A~ i) THEN X (j) is A~2 ). 
i~{i,J} D(i,J) Every single rule yields a relation --1 , --2 . . . . .  To obtain the joint rela- 
tion R {i'j} , the partial relations have to be intersected. 
If  the expert uses more complicated rules such as 
RULE 8 IF X (i) is A~ i) AND X (j) is A~ ) THEN X (k) is A~ k). 
RULE 9 IF X (j) is A~ ) THEN X (j) is A~ ) OR X (k) is A(9 k). 
then more than two characteristics are involved, and we get relations R (i, j, k) c_ 
Q{i, j ,k}.  
The following three definitions formalize these ideas. We assume that 
the expert determines the causal dependencies in subspaces f~r, . . . .  , Or,, 
T1 t3 . . .  t_J Tr = M, that is, he or she provides in the form of rules re- 
lations R rl . . . . .  R r, ,  RrJ c_ f~rj, j = 1 . . . . .  r. In general, the rule spaces 
f~r, . . . . .  f~rr are overlapping, that is, Ti AT j  ~ 0, i , j  E {1 . . . . .  r}, since 
the different characteristics interact with each other. 
If we choose a partition a = (SI . . . . .  Sn} of M, where every set Sk E a 
contains the indices of those characteristics that are subject o identical causal 
dependencies, then we have for all Si, T j ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n; j = 1 . . . . .  r, either 
Si ~ Tj  or  S i ('] T j  : O. That means that for every Tj there is a set aj C a 
such that T j = Uk: sk Eoj Sk.  
DEFINmON 8 Let U be a universe with index set M. A set r = 
{T1 . . . . .  Tr}, T jc  M,  j = 1 . . . . .  r, with [.j~_lTj = M is called a mod- 
ularization of  M.  ~ defines a fami ly  o f  rule spaces {f2 rj  IT j E r }. 
DEFINITION 9 Let U be a universe with index set M,  and let r = 
{T1 . . . . .  Tr} be a modularization o f  M.  A partition a = {S1, . . .  ,Sn}, 
Si c M,  i = 1 . . . . .  n, o f  M is said to be compatible with r i f  fo r  each 
Tj E r there is a subset a 2 c_ a such that T i = Ui:SiEojSi. (7 defines a 
family of marginal subspaces {g/si ISi E a }. 
In the following we formalize the consultational knowledge and expert knowl- 
edge in terms of the underlying product space f/ and then turn to the for- 
mal definition of an expert system. We use a universe U, a modularization 
r,  and a partition a compatible with r to determine the qualitative structure 
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of the expert system. The quantification of the knowledge is given by a set 
of relations (R(r) = {R rj I Rrj C_ f f J ,  Tj E r} and a set of observations 
8(0) = {E s' [E s~ C f~s,, Si ~ a}. 
DEFINITION 10 An expert system 9C is defined as a tuple, 
~C a__ (U, r, a, 8(~r), 6~(r)) 
where U is a universe with index set M, r is a modularization o f  M, a 
is a partition o f  M compatible with r, 
g(o) ~ {E s' IE s~ c_ ft s, , S i ~ O} 
and 
(a(r) a-L-- {n rj IRrJ c_ f~r~, Tj c r } 
With this definition we are able to formalize the inferential problem itself. 
If an expert system 9C = (U, r, a, 8(a), (R(r)) is asked for the conclusion that 
can be drawn for the kth characteristic from the current observations g(o), the 
answer is the set B (k), 
B(~) =d II~}(R NE) 
= rt~k~M ~ (es' )n N nT,(R ) 
\ i :  Si Eo j: Tj Er 
The calculation of this projection is the subject of the next section. 
PROPAGATION 
Considering 10 characteristics where each characteristic has five possible val- 
ues requires the handling of a 10-dimensional space with 9,765,625 elements. 
This shows that even relatively trivial constellations lead to impracticable prob- 
lems concerning the handling of R. Therefore the high-dimensional propagation 
process has to be split into several low-dimensional problems. Instead of con- 
structing R by the partial relations R rj , j = 1 . . . . .  r, calculating E by the 
observations E s~ , i = 1 . . . . .  n, and finally intersecting R and E, we perform 
the intersection at the subspace level. So the algorithm yields the projection 
of R fq E to the axis of interest without he necessity of handling R or E as a 
whole. 
The strategy is to represent the subspaces and their dependencies bya graph of 
links and nodes. Again we refer to an expert system (U, r, a, g(a), (R(r)). The 
elements Si of o comprise those characteristics that obey the same qualitative 
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dependency relations. Therefore very set Si  E (I is represented by a node S Si . 
A relation R rj affects those nodes X si with Si c T j; therefore, such a relation 
is represented by a link of the same name connecting the nodes X si , Si c_ Tj 
(comp. [7], [8]). 
DEFINmON 10 Let (U, r, a, g(a), (R(z)) be an expert system. The depen- 
dency graph G consists of  the nodes X s', Si E a, and the links R rj , 
Tj C r. Each link R r~ connects the nodes X s' for  which Si c_ Tj holds. 
RmaARK A node X si with [Si[ = k is said to be of  order k. I f  the 
cardinality c of  the set aj = {Sk [Sk c_ Tj } is 2, R rj is called an ordinary 
link; i f  c is greater than 2, then R r j is denoted a c-sided link. 
In our example concerning the characteristics X O) (age), X (2) (weight), and 
X (3) (height), we get o = {{1}, {2}, {3)}, z = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}}, 8(a) = 
{E (1), E (2), E(3)}, and (R(r) = {R{ 1'2}, R{I'3}}, so the graph has three nodes 
X{1 }, X (2}, X{3 } connected by two ordinary links R { l, 2} and R {1, 3}. 
For the present we consider only expert systems with a singly connected 
dependency graph G, that is, a graph without cycles. Later we will show that 
an expert system tic with cycles in its dependency graph can be transformed 
into an equivalent expert system tiC' with a singly connected ependency graph. 
From this assumption it follows that any removal of a link R rj splits the graph 
G into at least two disjoint subgraphs as depicted in Figure 1. This kind of 
graph separation is formalized in Definition 12. 
DEFINITION 12 Let (U, a, r, ~(~r), 6l(r)) be an expert system such that G 
is singly connected. Every pair (Si, Tj), Si E a, Tj E r, Si c_ Tj,  splits 
G into two disjoint subgraphs ÷ Gs,rj and G~r j, where 
(a) G~r j is the subgraph of  G that remains unconnected with the 
node X si i f  the link R r~ is removed. 
(b) G~r j is defined by G n G~j,r j . (Since we assume R rj to be re- 
moved, it is not part o f  G~rj .) 
To rebuiM G we have to connect G~:j  and G~r  j by R rj . 
In the following we have to talk about subgraphs as defined above. So we 
need some notations for the restriction of a and r to subgraphs. 
DEFINrrIoN 13 Let (U, o, T, 8(a), 6l(r)) be an expert system, and let G 
be its dependency graph. For every pair (Si, Tj), Si E a, Tj E r, Si C Tj,  
we define the following notations: 
(b) r + d {Tv crIR T~ CG~T,}. SiTj 
¢ so we define u {r  j) .)  
(C) M~T J d U Sv. 
Sv ~ff~Tj 
(& f[ M~r  j , so we define SlUr ~ d M~r  j U {S~}.) 
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oO 
) 
Figure 1. A simple dependency graph. 
- d ["1 ff+T-',,t (d) Osirj = o 
re) : 7" n ~iTj" 
(f) M~r i ~=MnM + SiTj  " 
Some simple propositions concerning these sets can easily be read from Figure 
1. 
THEO~M 8 Let (U, a, r, E(a), (R(r)) be an expert system, and let G be 
its dependency graph. Obviously the following propositions hold: 
(a) M + s, rj = U Ms~rj. 
V: Sv C T j  
(b)  O'~T j = U O£Tj"  
v: Sv _CTg 
(c) + = rs, r ~ U 7.s,r ~ .
v: Sv C_Tj 
v~i 
(d) o={S i}u  U °+ SiT,  " 
~: T,  D_Si 
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() 
(e) a~rj = {S i}U 0 
v : Tv ~Si  
v~j 
v: Tv D_Si 
(g) rs,r, = U Nr " 
v: Tv D_Sj 
vgj 
(h) M= [_J .A~/+ SiTv " 
v; Tv D_Si 
. 
Figure 2. Propagation i a dependency graph. 
+ 
¢T S iT  v 
(i) g~r  j ---- I,.) )~ I~T ~ . 
v: T~ ~Si  
v~j 
Figure 2 shows a typical part of a dependency graph to define the notations 
for the formulation of the propagation algorithm and to illustrate its proof. 
The nodes and links of the dependency graph are associated with node and link 
processors. These processors are able to store information, to receive messages, 
and to calculate new messages. The link processor R ro , for example, stores 
the relation R ro E f~r~, representing the expert knowledge about he subspace 
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Qr0. The node processor X sy stores the evidence E sy C_ ftSy representing the 
consultational knowledge about he characteristics X (k), k E Sy. In addition to 
this information, provided externally by the user and the expert, there are input 
and output ports for the purpose of communication. 
The node processor X sx provides via its output ports messages As~r0 C QSx 
for every neighboring link processor R r~ . From these messages and the re- 
lation R ro , the link processor calculates new messages A + C ftsy for each SyTv -- 
neighboring node processor X s~ , accessible at the corresponding output port 
of R ro . At the node X s~ the messages and E s~ c_ f~s~ are combined to get the 
total restriction Asy C_ QSy and the messages AS~r~ c_ Qsy for the neighboring 
links. 
The link processor R T~ derives the sets A + C QSy from the messages SyTo -- 
As~r~ C_ Qsx and the relation R r° by 
A + To ^ To = I I s , ( I I~( t~ r~ NR r° ) SyTo 
where 
N . . . .  llSx [ASxT o ) 
x: Sx CTo 
xCy 
From these message sets A~yr, ' C_ ~Sy and E sy C_ ~2sy the node processor X s~ 
obtains the total restriction As~ c_ ftse and As~r~ C_ f~sy using 
A + ) E Sy ASy ~-- N SyTk N 
\k: Tk 3Sy 
leads to 
As.  sx N N rig(R% 
k: Sk Eo k: Sk ET" / 
and 
To verify this algorithm we have to prove two things: first that the assumption 
AsxT=<s-xr° (N  <sxr° (ES*) N N <sxro(RTk)l (*) 
k: S~ Ea~xro k: Tg Er~r ~ 
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and second that the message ASyT. 
means 
II M~ ( ^ - 
/ 
Asyr. - -  s, N n2'"(e~) n 
\ k: Sk Eo~r w 
has the same structure as Asxro, which 
n - r ,  (RT*) 
k: Tk Cr~yl. w 
Since for leaf nodes X sx we get Msxro = Sx , a~r  ° = {Sx }, and r~r  ~ = 0, 
the definition 
As~r~ dES* 
obeys our assumption (,). Thus it is valid at the leaf nodes and remains valid 
throughout the propagation process (if we succeed in proving what we deferred). 
Starting with 
A~-,.0 - s. N (es,) n 
k: $k EO~r,, k: T, Er~r,, 
we obtain 
x: Sx C T~ k: Sk Ea~r ~ k: Tk Er~xro 
x¢y  
Since M + Syrv = U x: sx c r~ Msxro [Theorem 8(a)], the subsequent use of The- 
x#y 
orem 7(a) yields 
gr~ = 11 s,r~ 
Tu 
x: Sx C Tu k: S, EO~r ~ 
xey  
k: T k Ersxrv 
Using Theorem 8(b) and (c), we derive 
SyTv I #T~ ~ M+ ^ M+ =r~o~ N n~/'~e~') ~ N 
k: S, EaZyr~ k: Tk ~r .  
I I  Sy Tv r~ (Rrk) 
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So we get 
A + flr~ SyTv : Sy 
fq 
T SyTv 
M + ~I SyTv N Tk ( RT* ) 
k: Tk r~yTr ° 
f"l s, 
to: S~ EOsyr~ 
NRT~ I
Since M+S,To U To -- ~l+sxr~ , Theorem 6 leads to 
^ SY To ^ MSyTv S A + = II To IIro syT I-IM~T ~S,T~ S, N Hs, (E *) 
[I SyTv n f') tiT? n (R Tv) 
k: Tk E'/'S+y T~ 
11 SyTv s, ~ 
tc: Sk Eo~yr~ 
^ SyTv 
IIs, ~I SyTu IIs, (E s* ) CI N T, ( RTk ) 
k: Tk E~yrv 
After this preliminary exertion we can now turn to the central problem. We 
have 
ASy rl s,Tv fI s,To N s, s~ (Es*) 
~ :T~ ~_Sy k: Sk'Easyro 
r[ SyTv M N r~ ( Rr~ ) fq Es" 
k: Tk E~yro 
Again we use Theorem 7(a). From 
follows that 
U ~+ v: T~ D_srMsyTo 
( ** )  
= M [Theorem 8(h)], it 
M Asy = IIsy N M s,To 
Syrv N N IIr~ (Rr~) N E s" 
k: Tk Ei~yr~ 
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Together with Theorem 8(d) and (f), this finally yields 
Asy = IX M ( ^ M S, I Is,(E ) 
k: Sk Etrn{sk } k: Tk Er / 
We derive 
As, = IIM ~ N oflUrES*)N  
\ :SkE k:TkEr 
N E sy 
This completes the first part of the proof. It remains to show that Asyrw 
obeys our introductory assumption (.). Similar to (**) it follows that 
= II srro (I s'r°(ES') 
Az,.  N s, N 
v:T~_Sy k: + v ~w St: EOssr~ 
) N n ^ SyTv IIrk (R rk) NE  se 
k: Tk E~yTo 
The proof runs analogously; the only exception is that instead of the propo- 
sitions (h), (d), (f) of Theorem 8, the propositions (i), (e), (g) are used. Indeed 
we have 
k: StcEtr~r w k: Tk Er~r w 
If the dependency graph G of an expert system 9£ -- (U, r, a, g(tr), (R(r)) 
contains cycles, then the direct application of the algorithm presented above 
is not possible. As we said in the beginning, 9£ has to be transformed to 
an equivalent expert system ~'  = (U', r', a', 8'(o'), 6{'(r')) with a singly 
connected dependency graph. Before doing so, our intuitive idea of an equivalent 
expert system must be formalized. For this definition we have to require U = 
U'. In this case 9C and 9C' are defined to be equivalent if and only if E = E' 
and R = R'; E and E '  denote the total evidence; R and R' denote the relations 
representing the total expert knowledge. 
DEFINITION 14 TWO expert systems 
9C = (U, r, tr, ~(tr), (R(r)) and 9C' = (U', r ' ,  a t, g'(trl), (R'(r')) 
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are equivalent i f the following conditions hold: 
(1) U =U'  
N  g(Es') : N 
i: E si ES(a) j: E s} E~'(o') 
(3) N = N fY (Rr;) 
k: R rk E6l(r) 1: Rr[ ER'(r') 
As a consequence we have R NE = R' NE', so both expert systems yield 
the same results.) 
With this definition it becomes clear that the join of two nodes 
leads to an equivalent expert system. Joining, for example, two nodes 
X s~ and X s2 yields a new node X s'~, S~ = $1 US2, which means 
we have o' = {S~,$3 . . . . .  Sn}. The join also requires a modification 
of r. Every TkEr  with S~NTk¢0 has to be extended to T~ = 
TgUS~, which leads to r'. Defining ES~ afISi(ES,)NfISi(E&), we ob- 
tain g'(o'). In a similar way 6t'(r') is determined. If there are a num- 
ber of sets Tk, . . . . .  Tgo with Tg, US~ = T~, i = 1 . . . . .  v, the extended 
relations must be intersected, that is, R r'~ a___ n ~ 1 IITI, ( RTki )" The expert system 
9C constructed m this way is obvmusly equwalent to 9C. 
The subsequent joining of nodes allows us to remove cycles in a simple 
way. Starting at an arbitrarily chosen node of the cycle, we have to join its 
neighbors in the cycle. This is repeated until the cycle is removed. To illustrate 
the procedure we consider again our example, but we add a fourth characteristic 
X (4) and two new relations R {2,4 } and R {3, 4}. Our sample xpert system is thus 
defined by 
U = 
(7 = 
7"= 
8(o) = 
{~(l),  Q(2), ~(3), ~'~(4)} 
{{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 
{{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}} 
{E{l}, E(2}, E{3}, E (4} } 
(R(r) = {R {1'2}, R {1'3} , R {2'4) , R {3'4) } 
The dependence graph of this expert system has a cyclic structure, so we join 
X (2) and X 0), which are neighbors of X (1) . This yields 
a' = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}} 
r '  = {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}} 
g'(o') = {E {1), l~{2'3}tE {2}~ n l~l{2'3}tE {3}~ E {4} } {2) t , {3) ~ J' 
(Rt(T t) = {I~}I: 2'3}/~ 1~I{1'2'3}t'/~{ 1, 2} ~"{1'2})N~{1,3} ~'* 3}), 
i~{2,3,4} (R{2,4}) n lq{2'3'4}gO{3'4}~l, 
{2,4} ~1{3,4} ~"" "J 
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The transformation of expert systems introduced in this section allows us 
to construct for every expert system an equivalent one with a singly connected 
dependency graph. However, it must be emphasized that the prize for the trans- 
formation is always an increasing complexity, since the dimensions of the sub- 
spaces grow with every joining of nodes. 
REASONING WITH FUZZY SETS 
In the previous ections we restricted ourselves to ordinary sets, but since 
we formulated our mathematical model in terms of indicator functions, the 
generalization to fuzzy sets causes no difficulties. Essentially we have to replace 
each two-valued indicator function I c  : f~ ~ {0, 1 } by its corresponding real- 
valued membership function #F: f~ ---' [0, 1], where F is a fuzzy subset of fL 
So the set operations defined in the second section can be extended in a simple 
and canonical way. Let f~ be a finite set. If A and B are fuzzy subsets of f~, 
given by their membership functions #A and txB, we derive 
V.A~: f~ --' [0, I], 
~A uB: [2 ~ [0, 1], 
#4: ~ ~ [0, 1], 
IZAnB(X) ---- min[#A(X), ptB(X)] 
l tAuB(X) ---- max[#A(X), #B(X)] 
#~(X) = 1 -- #A(X) 
(intersection) 
(union) 
(complement) 
In the same simple way we can handle projection and cylindrical extension. 
Let U be a universe with index set M as defined in the section on product spaces. 
For three crisp index subsets S, T, C C_ M with T = S U C,  S f~ C = 0, we 
get 
#~(A): f~S ~ [0, 1], 
'- ' [o, 11, 
#~(A)(X s) = xm~[#a(xS, xc)] (projection) 
/z~(B)( xs, xC) = #n(xs) (cylindrical extension) 
In order to extend our definition of an expert system to fuzzy concepts, the 
underlying universe and its qualitative structure given by o and r need not be 
changed. Only the relation R and the evidence E are affected, since the partial 
relations R r j ,  j = 1 . . . . .  r ,  and the partial evidences E s~ , i -- 1 . . . . .  n,  are 
fuzzy subsets of ff~ and f f i ,  respectively. But one important problem arising 
with this generalization remains. There are a great number of possibilities to 
construct a fuzzy relation from a fuzzy rule, and each of them in the special case 
of crisp sets yields what we derived in the section on modeling the reasoning 
process. Several of these possibilities have been investigated; their advantages 
or deficiencies were pointed out, for example, by Mitzumoto and Zimmermann 
[4]. We use the most natural approach proposed by Zadeh [1], since it is not 
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our intention to deal with those questions. So in the simplest case from a rule 
IF X q) is A THEN X o) is B 
we get 
The membership function of R {i, j} in this example isgiven by 
pRi, j : D {i'j} ~ [0, l] 
#R,.j (x (i), x ~j)) = max {min[izA(Xq)), #B(xtJ))], 1 - I.tA(X(i)) } 
Once having constructed the relations (R(r), the propagation algorithm we pro- 
posed in the preceding section can be applied. This does not depend on how 
the relations have been derived from the rules. 
For a further eduction of complexity, a level set representation f fuzzy sets 
is useful. A fuzzy subset A of [2 is characterized by the crisp level sets 
NA(ot) d {X E ~I#A(X) _> a}, a E (0, 1] 
NA (or) is called the or-level set. The fuzzy set operations like union, intersection, 
projection, and cylindrical extension can be expressed by the corresponding 
operations with the crisp level sets. 
NA~(cl)  = NA(C~) fq Ns(o0, a E (0, 1] 
NAun(a) = NA(Ot) U Ns(c~), a E (0, 1] 
If U is a universe with index set M, and if S, T, and C are index subsets 
with T = S U C,  S fq C = 0, we obtain 
NWs(A)(CO = flr(NA(a)), a E (0, 11 
Nri~(A)(Ot) = HT(NA(C0), c~ E (0, 1] 
An exception is the complement, where we have Ng(ot) # Na(ot) in general. 
So the propagation process can be split into several ordinary propagation pro- 
cesses with the level sets of the relations and evidences. Since in the range 
of application the representation f fuzzy sets by a finite and relatively small 
number of level sets is sufficient, the level set propagation is a practicable way 
for fuzzy reasoning. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper we introduced a mathematical model for fuzzy reasoning sys- 
tems. It is founded on a multidimensional space of possible "states of the 
world" and allows formal definitions of concepts like evidence and propagation 
to be obtained. The entire reasoning process can be validated because a formal 
mathematical framework is provided. One result of the exertions is a simple 
propagation algorithm that can easily be implemented in an object-oriented n- 
vironment. It must be emphasized that several serious problems in the range of 
approximate r asoning have been neglected; however, the aim of this paper is 
not to solve those problems, but to give a mathematical frame for their analy- 
sis. One subject of further esearch may be the interpretation f the results of 
approximate r asoning techniques in light of this model. 
The proposed algorithm shows that in the range of approximate reasoning 
the representation f fuzzy sets by crisp level sets is useful for implementations 
on digital computers, a result that coincides with our experience during the 
development of a software tool that supports the presented algorithms as well 
as a tool for statistics with vague data (see [9]). 
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